MA-M-320 - Quantitative Methods II, Machine Learning (90568 S)
Three sessions of lectures: (2021) December 2-3, 9-10, and (2022) January 13-14.
SESSION I (10 SWS)
1. Statistics, econometrics and machine learning.
How does econometrics handle low- versus high-dimensional problems?
Starting from the basics of econometrics and OLS, this part of the course will introduce
students to high-dimensional predictive problems.
 Operational definition(s), motivating empirical facts, the key concepts of ML
2. Draw contrasts with traditional approaches (OLS in classical statistics)
 The curse of dimensionality for local average estimators and linear regression
 High-dimensional data: Curse or blessing?
4 SWS – 2 lectures (session I, Thursday, December 2, 2021, room S18)

3. How to use machine learning methods for prediction?
Alternative algorithms to OLS that are better suited for prediction are now easily available:
This part of the course introduces some of the machine learning algorithms that are most
commonly adopted by economists.
 Nonparametric methods. Tree-Based Methods: Classification and Regression Trees, and
Random Forests
4SWS – 2 lectures (session I, Friday, December 3, 2021, room S12)
4. Q&A session / Office hours
2SWS – 1 lecture (session I, Friday, December 3, 2021, room S12)

SESSION II (10 SWS)
5. How to use machine learning tools in R?
After revising the programming basics in R, we will learn which are the most important
functions enabling empirical analysis in high-dimensions, how they work concretely, and how
to interpret their output.
 Analyze the basic concepts of ML in R
6. Tree-based methods in R. Explain homework assignment
4SWS – 2 lectures (session II, Thursday, December 9, 2021, room H01)
7. Parametric methods. Regression-Based Methods: Lasso (Ridge, Bridge, and Elastic Nets)
8. Analyze regression-based methods in R
4SWS – 2 lectures (session II, Friday, December 10, 2021, room S27)

9. How to conduct empirical research. How to present research idea / description of available
high-dimensional data sources
2SWS – 1 lecture (session II, Friday, December 10, 2021, room S27)
Readings:










Breiman, L. (1996) Heuristics of instability and stabilization in model selection. Ann. Statist.,
24, 2350–2383.
Hoerl, A. and Kennard, R. (1988) Ridge regression. In Encyclopedia of Statistical Sciences, vol.
8, pp. 129–136. New York: Wiley.
Flom, P. L. and Cassell, D. L. (2007): Stopping stepwise: Why stepwise and similar selection
methods are bad, and what you should use. NESUG 2007.
Varian, H. (2014): Big Data: New Tricks for Econometrics. Journal of Economic Perspectives
28(2), pp. 3-28.
Giraud, C. (2014): Introduction to High-Dimensional Statistics, Monographs on Statistics &
Applied Probability, Chapman & Hall CRC (mathematical foundations of high-dimensional statistics)
Jones, Z., and Linder, F. (2015): Exploratory Data Analysis using Random Forests.
Friedman, J., Hastie, T., and Tibshirani, R. (2008): The Elements of Statistical Learning
(Downloadable on Tibshirani website)
James, G., Witten, D., Hastie, T., and R. Tibshirani, R. (2013): An Introduction to Statistical
Learning with Applications in R. Springer.
Tibshirani, R. (1996) Regression shrinkage and selection via the lasso. J. R. Statist. Soc. B, 58,
267–288

SESSION III (10 SWS)
10. How to write an empirical paper?
How to show that what you do matters? This part of the course will focus on how to (i)
motivate a paper from both the political scientists’ and the economists’ view; (ii) improve on
the literature stressing how your work differs from past relevant studies; (iii) discuss the
paper’s identifying assumptions and provide evidence supporting them; (iv) lay out the
empirical analysis and results while being upfront on the paper’s limitations; (v) decide what
to show, how to show it, and why to show it; (vi) summarize main contributions and results
without being repetitive and stressing the bottom line; (vii) give qualitative and quantitative
take-aways; (viii) conclude with lessons and implications both for policy and future research.
2SWS – 1 lecture (session III, Thursday, January 13, 2022, room S13)
11. Office hours / Q&A
2SWS – 1 lecture (session III, Thursday, January 13, 2022, room S13)

12. Student oral presentation of research ideas + Feedback
4 SWS – 1 lectures (session III, Friday, January 14, 2022, room S17)
13. Office hours / Q&A
2SWS – 1 lecture (session III, Friday, January 14, 2022, room S17)

Exam:
-

25% oral exam: presentation of an original empirical research question using the methods
learned in the course (in groups of more than two people).
The empirical question should be policy relevant, and the motivation should be supported with
both anecdotal evidence from the real world and from previous gaps in the literature. I prefer
motivations coming from real world’s problems and stylized facts, rather than from gaps in the
literature. Use graphs when striking.
Select a question that you can answer empirically using the data at hand. Empirical analyses
should be based on a dataset provided by the instructor. Under certain circumstances, the data
can be freely chosen from publicly available datasets associated to published papers. I also
welcome original research ideas using high-dimensional dataset from Kaggle.
Presentation style and slides matter for the grade.

-

75% term paper: This written article should contain the motivation, economic and
econometric mechanisms, data description, and full analysis of the empirical research
question. R codes used for the analysis need to be attached and will be evaluated. The paper
is due by the end of the semester.

